
Welcome back ! 
It was great to get the go ahead to re-open the club. 

Thankfully, following the open day in July, club activities, classes and events 
have begun to get back to some sort of normality and our Autumn activity 
programme has been launched. 

Of course we still have to be mindful of Covid safety so we are obliged to ask 
anyone using the club room to present either their health pass or a Covid test 
carried out in the last 72 hours. Without one of these documents, we cannot 
allow you to enter the club, even if you are wearing a mask.                   
Thank you for your continued understanding. 
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Happy Autumn !   
🍁  Season of    

mists and mellow 
fruitfulness🍂  

Time to take a    
look at our    

Autumn activity 
programme and 
make a new start. 

Don’t forget….  
Café du Samedi is 
open again every 
Saturday between 
10am - 12 noon. 
We’d love to see 
you for coffee, or 
tea, and a chat.
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We hope everyone has had a lovely summer, 
despite the often unseasonal weather and the 
difficulties of the pandemic.  

We know things aren’t yet completely back to 
normal but we were delighted to see so many 
of you at the club on 4 September when we 
launched the Autumn activity programme.  

Thanks to you we have the most varied 
programme ever, with activities taking place in 
the club, on zoom and in many other venues. 

We had 103 signatures inscribing for activities 
on the day, and a further 66 are also now 
signed up for ongoing activities.  

As well as being launched at the club event, 
the full programme was also emailed out to all 
members.  

If you missed the launch or the email, please 
contact clubintquercy@gmail.com and we will 
send you the details.  

We are heartened by how keen everyone is to 
sign up and get  involved in the wonderful 
opportunities on offer. Spanish, weaving and 
cycling are new this year and are proving to 
be popular options. 

We want to give special thanks to the 
volunteer activity organisers who work 
tirelessly to run the groups, classes, activities 
and events. The club could not function 
without you.      

Thank you. 
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS 

Marie Claire Caron     FR                     William Kelly               BR                Myriam Spoladore     FR 

Rosie Harrison             BR                    Guy Marshall               BR                Gisele Viallet               FR 

Elizabeth Heathcote   BR                    Angela Murphy           IR                 Maureen Wells           BR 

Clive Heathcote          BR                     Paulett Palmer            BR                 Martine Willi               FR 

James Holden             BR                    Christian Pommies     FR                 Karen Wright              BR 

Marilyn Kelly                BR                    Monique Rouquet      FR 

mailto:clubintquercy@gmail.com
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NEWS AND UPDATES 

★ First of all a huge welcome to our new members, many of whom have also 
signed up to take part in activities. It’s a real boost to the club. We hope they will 
enjoy the activities they have chosen to take part in. We welcome from them, and 
all members, any suggestions for other classes or activities they would like to see 
delivered through the club. 

★ Don’t forget, that as well as the timetabled classes and activities, we also hope to 
organise one off events for you to enjoy this Autumn. Possibilities include first aid 
training, cookery and club meals. Full details, including dates, times and how to 
join in, will be sent to you as soon as any dates are set. So remember to look out 
for the emails and sign up to take part. 

★ In November representatives from the club will take part at the Armistice Day 
ceremony in Montaigu de Quercy. Of course everyone is welcome to attend. 

★ In December, just before Christmas, we will hold our annual toast to the season 
and friendship where we can enjoy a glass of fizz together at the club. We will 
confirm the date when arrangements have been made. 

★ Look out for a new addition to the club room as we are installing a TV screen that 
can be linked to a laptop or tablet for animateurs to display documents and 
photos for illustration. We hope this new resource will be a useful aid for the 
teaching courses.  

★ We’ve been asked for an update about the payment of membership fees, as 
these are due again after being waived in 2020. They can be paid from now until 
the end of December and remain at 25€. We will be sending out an email with all 
the details, including how to pay online, or you can come to the club and see us 
any Saturday morning. It is also an important opportunity for us to make sure we 
have all your correct contact details, as emails, phone numbers, and even 
addresses, change so frequently these days. So please bear with us when we ask 
you to fill in a form ! 
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LES DAMES DU VÉLO  

An enthusiastic group of ladies got 
together on Wednesday 15th September 
for the inaugural meeting of the new 
cycling group, and in a very gratifying turn 
of events, an even more enthusiastic 
group of ladies left the get-together, 
saying they would definitely be back for 
more next week!  

Seven intrepids gathered in the garden of the clubhouse 
in Montaigu, where, after brief introductions, we were 
shown by an ex-professional cyclist how to check our 
position on a bike. With various adjustments made, we 
then had a discussion of the various rules and etiquettes 
for riding in a group and later an explanation about 
bicycle gears - how they work, how they make life 
easier, when to use them etc ; all pointers to making a 
bike ride much more enjoyable and safe. 

“One member of the group said she had 
learnt more about riding a bike in our 
brief meeting than she had ever learnt 
up to that point, so a pleasingly 
satisfied customer!” 

We then set off on a short ride, starting in the car park 
before venturing on to the public roads, ensuring 
everyone felt safe and comfortable, and then sedately 
made our way to and from the lake at Montaigu - not a 
long expedition but a confidence building and very 
enjoyable ride under a beautifully sunny September sky. 

  
The weather aided a very enjoyable outing 
during our second meeting; along the cycle path 
from Villeneuve to Casseneuil and back via a 
road route, about 15 km without much incline 
but again with lots of enthusiasm.  Comments 
post ride included “So great being out on a 
bike” and “Fabulous day! I’m hooked!!” 

We cannot guarantee such weather on every 
occasion we meet, but we do promise a friendly 
get together, imparting knowledge and gaining 
confidence while enjoying the wonderful 
countryside that surrounds us. Eventually, we’ll 
even climb some hills, we promise! 

Our meetings are taking place on a late 
Wednesday morning, at a “to be specified” 
location, changing each week, initially taking 
advantage of flatish cycle paths and quiet roads, 
then gradually gaining more elevation!  
We will also be including more tips on cycle 
maintenance, clothing and keeping safe and fit, 
possibly on damp Wednesdays. 

If you would like to gain confidence and fitness 
on your non-electric bike please do join our 
growing band of “les dames du vélo” – we look 
forward to meeting you soon!  
Barbara Walter / Mo Wells 
ladies.cycling@clubintquercy.fr  

mailto:ladies.cycling@clubintquercy.fr
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RANDONNÉE  
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CAFÉ DU SAMEDI 
You can be sure to find a warm welcome at the club every Saturday 
morning between 10am - 12noon. 

Coffee, tea, cake or biscuits are served and it’s a great chance to meet up 
with friends for a chat. Members of the committee are also on hand if you 
want to find out more about the club and its activities. 

Importantly though we do rely on members of the club to volunteer to 
make the drinks. So if you can help out, even just once or twice a year, 
please sign up on the rota in the club room or contact  Lesley Townley 
lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr     Many thanks if you are able to help. 

COME AND JOIN  US                                                                                   VENEZ NOUS REJOINDRE 

BRIDGE CLUB 
The bridge club meets every Thursday afternoon. 

Bridge is a card game played by all ages and at all levels. Some play in 
each other’s houses, at local clubs or even international tournaments.   
We play social bridge for fun. Sometimes we help each other by 
discussing a hand to see if it could have been played better. 

Have you played before and would like to return to bridge?  We can re-
awaken the fun and introduce you to the French bidding system. 

Have you thought you would like to give it a try? Contact us and come 
along to a taster session and if we have enough debutants we will run a 
training course in the new year.                                                                         
You do not need to bring a partner but they would be welcome.                                                                                                                                     
Contact Patrick Keeley - patrick.keeley@clubintquercy.fr  

STITCH / TRAVAUX D’AIGUILLES 
Stitch is a sewing group which meets at the club every Friday afternoon 
from 2pm - 4pm. 

Our regular members are currently ladies from the U.K. and France but 
we welcome anyone who has an interest in needlework of any kind. At 
the moment many people are doing cross stitch, from beginners up to 
experienced, but others are knitting and doing tapestry.  

Not only do we stitch but we make friends too, so it’s wonderful to be 
back together at the club after 18 months apart. 

If you’d like to come and join us please contact :                                   
Rosemary Keeley / Ann Golesworthy travaux.aiguilles@clubintquercy.fr  

mailto:travaux.aiguilles@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:patrick.keeley@clubintquercy.fr
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Stitch / Travaux d’aiguilles :  
Ann Golesworthy / Rosemary Keeley 
travaux.aiguilles@clubintquercy.fr  

Atelier de tissage : 
Louise Grocutt 
louise.grocutt@clubintquercy.fr  

Bridge : 
Patrick Keeley  
patrick.keeley@clubintquercy.fr  

Bridge débutantes : 
Karen Tennekes 
karen.tennekes@clubintquercy.fr        

Jeux de Société :  
Monique Morlier 
monique.morlier@clubintquercy.fr  

Ukulele :  
Ray Dron / Joyce Dowson  
clubintquercy@gmail.com  

Zoom Apéro : 
Elizabeth Isroff 
elizabeth.isroff@clubintquercy.fr  

French / Français cuisine :  
Véronique Lagarrigue 
veronique.lagarrigue@clubintquercy.fr 

CONTACT                                                                                                       AUTOMNE / AUTUMN 2021

Activity Organisers  

French / Français débutants avancés : 
Viki Sherman  
victoria.sherman@clubintquercy.fr 

French / Français débutants / intermédiaire :  
Véronique Goubard-Touzac 
veronique.touzac@clubquercy.fr  

English / Anglais intermédiaire :  
Ben Lenthall 
ben.lenthall@clubintquercy.fr  

Spanish / Espagnol débutants : 
Marie-José Botter 
mariejose.botter@clubintquercy.fr 

Conversation bilingue :  
Julia Jones 
julia.jones@clubintquercy.fr  

Book Club / Groupe Lecture Français :  
Lesley Townley 
lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr  

Café Philo:  
Nicolas Barret / Ed van Weerd 
cafe.philo@clubintquercy.fr  

Atelier Informatique :  
Kerry Stanley  
kerry.stanley@clubintquercy.fr 

mailto:victoria.sherman@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:veronique.touzac@clubquercy.fr
mailto:ben.lenthall@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:mariejose.botter@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:julia.jones@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:cafe.philo@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:kerry.stanley@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:travaux.aiguilles@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:louise.grocutt@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:patrick.keeley@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:karen.tennekes@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:monique.morlier@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:clubintquercy@gmail.com
mailto:elizabeth.isroff@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:veronique.lagarrigue@clubintquercy.fr
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Dancefit :  
Linda Preston 
linda.preston@clubintquercy.fr  

Table Tennis / Tennis de Table :  
Kannan Mahadevan 
kannan.mahadevan@clubintquercy.fr 

Tennis :  
Lia van de Sande 
lia.vandesande@clubintquercy.fr  

Groupe cyclists dames :  
Barbara Walter / Mo Wells 
ladies.cycling@clubintquercy.fr  

Grandes Randonnées : 
David Howat  
david.howat@clubintquercy.fr 

Petites Randonnées : 
Richard & Janet Comber 
richard.comber@clubintquercy.fr 

La Troupe d’Acteurs du Quercy: 
Jan Emery / John Blaus  
jan.emery@clubintquercy.fr  

Bulletin du Club :  
Karen Perry  
karen.perry@clubintquercy.fr  

22 Avenue du Stade 

82150 Montaigu de Quercy  

Tel: 05 63 39 99 87  

Email / courriel: clubintquercy@gmail.com   

Website / Site Internet: www.clubintquercy.com 

Membres du bureau et du comité

Président : 
Ben Lenthall 
ben.lenthall@clubintquercy.fr  

Trésorière : 
Paula Barber 
paula.barber@clubintquercy.fr  

Secrétaire : 
Lesley Townley 
lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr  

Secrétaire Adjointe :  
Marie-José Botter 
mariejose.botter@clubintquercy.fr  

Membre : 
Jef Groby 
jef.groby@clubintquercy.fr  

Membre : 
Sylvie Pfefer  
sylvie.pfefer@clubintquercy.fr  

Membre : 
Viki Sherman 
viki.sherman@clubintquercy.fr  

mailto:ben.lenthall@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:paula.barber@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:lesley.townley@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:mariejose.botter@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:linda.preston@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:kannan.mahadevan@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:lia.vandesande@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:ladies.cycling@clubintquercy.fr
http://www.clubintquercy.com
mailto:jef.groby@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:sylvie.pfefer@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:viki.sherman@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:david.howat@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:richard.comber@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:jan.emery@clubintquercy.fr
mailto:karen.perry@clubintquercy.fr
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